Trimeric
Oregon Coastal Festivals 2012
1.
The People’s Quart :
Tillamook Dairy Festival, Rodeo and Parade
“Forget the 99: We are the 2 percenters!”
“Just milk it! “ theme and have fun.
Second largest parade in Oregon
29th annual Milk Run.
“Just milk it!” theme and have fun
at the rodeo. country western dance, rose planting.
at the Farmers Market- food, flowers, art and crafts.
Second largest parade in Oregon
boasts 130 entries, with dance teams
marching bands, old cars, floats, children’s parade.
29th annual Milk Run
is a 2 mile or a 5K walk/run and a 10 K run.
Children’s obstacle course part of the Dairy Fest.
2.
Marilyn J. Neu “Help Defeat MS” Slingball Tournament.
Cape Kiwanda, Pacific City
“It don’t mean a thing, if it ain’t got that Sling?”
Slingball is played all over the country.
The game is somewhat like horsehoes or bocce ball.
Sling Slang is the Slingball vocabulary
Slingball is played all over the country
on homemade sets in backyards or beaches.
with golf balls drilled to hold a thin rope.
The game is somewhat like horseshoes or bocce ball
Slings are tossed over crossbar usually of PVC pipe.
Players try to attach their slings and detach opponents’ slings.
Sling slang is the Slingball vocabulary.
Digglers or tea bag can be knocked off.
A nutmeg is a total miss. Missed the crossbar completely.
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3.
Kite Festival
D River Wayside at Lincoln City
The 28th annual Summer Kite Festival:
The theme this year is “Stars and Stripes”
Many kite activities depend on good weather.
Many high fliers will be there.
The theme this year is “Stars and Stripes”
but kites will be every color of the rainbow.
Giant kites, all-sized kites can be built in workshops.
Many kite activities depend on good weather.
Night flying with music can go inside.
Running of the Bols and Kid’s parade prefer sun.
Many high fliers will be there.
Many teams and accomplished flyers perform to music.
Some strap on a parachute-shaped kite, run against the wind.

Trimeric:
1.
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3
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Four stanza poem.
First stanza =4 lines. Second - fourth stanzas are 3 lines.
First line of each stanza is the first line of the following stanzas.
Sequence: is a-b-c-d b-x-x- c-x-x d-x-x. Does not rhyme.
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